The Frederick McCormick Korean Collection

This inventory is created based on the following two sources. The numeric numbers follow the list numbers in Judith Boltz’ 1986 inventory.


2. **Frederick McCormick Collection in the Special Collections in the Claremont Colleges Library**, the Overseas Korean Cultural Heritage Foundation, 2015.

I. **CHINESE CLASSICS, EDITIONS AND STUDIES**

A: **THE BOOK OF HISTORY**

1. (NLK Catalog #: 1)

   서전대전 | Sŏjŏn taejŏn | 書傳大全
   Complete Commentaries on the Book of History
   1820, 10 vols., Woodblock
   Part of **Complete Collection of the Five Classics** (五經大全) complied by Hu Guang at the order of Emperor Yongle (永樂, r. 1402-1424) of China’s Ming Dynasty. This is a collection of scholastic discourses based on **Collected Commentaries on the Book of History** compiled by Cai Shen. (蔡沈, 1167-1230)

2. (NLK Catalog #: 2)

   서전언해 | Sŏjŏn ŏnhae | 書傳諺解
   Commentary on the Book of History
   1820, 5 vols., Woodblock
   A vernacular translation of the **Book of History** (書經) that provides pronunciations and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text. This is part of **Vernacular Translations of Four Books and Three Classics** (書經諺解) published by the order of King Seonjo (宣祖) of Joseon.

B: **THE BOOK OF ODES**

3. (NLK Catalog #: 3)

   시전대전 | Sijŏn taejŏn | 詩傳大全
   Complete Commentaries on the Book of odes
   1820, 10 vols., Woodblock
   Part of **Complete Collection of the Five Classics** (五經大全) that complies commentaries based on **Collected Commentaries on the Book of Odes** (詩集傳) published by Zhu Xi (朱熹, 1130-1200) of China’s Song Dynasty.

4. (NLK Catalog #: 4)

   시경언해 | Sigyŏng ŏnhae | 詩經諺解
   Commentary on the Book of Odes
   1820, 7 vols., Woodblock
   A vernacular translation of the Book of Odes (詩經) that provides pronunciation and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text.
C. THE GREAT LEARNING
5. (NLK Catalog #: 6)
   대학장구대전 | Taehak changgu taejŏn | 大學章句大全
   Complete Commentaries on the Great Learning
   1820, 1 vol., Woodblock
   Part of Complete Collection of the Four Books (四書大全) published by Hu Guang and others under the command of Emperor Yongle of the Ming Dynasty. It complies commentaries from numerous scholars of the Song, Yuan, and Ming Dynasties on Great Learning Divided by Chapters and Sentences. (大學章句) published by Zhu Xi of the Song Dynasty.
6. (NLK Catalog #: 7)
   대학언해 | Taehak ŏnhae | 大學諺解
   Commentary of the Great Learning
   1820, 1 vol., Woodblock
   A vernacular translation of the Great Learning (大學) that provides pronunciations and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text.

D. THE DOCTRINE OF THE MEAN
7. (NLK Catalog #: 8)
   중용장구대전 | Chungyong changgu taejŏn | 中庸章句大全
   Complete Commentaries on the Doctrines of the Mean
   1820, 1 vol., Woodblock
   Part of Complete Collection of the Four Books that complies commentaries from numerous scholars of the Song, Yuan, and Ming dynasties on Commentary of the Doctrine of the Mean (中庸章句) published by Zhu Xi.
8. (NLK Catalog #: 9)
   중용언해 | Chungyong ŏnhae | 中庸諺解
   Commentary on the Doctrine of the Mean
   1820, 1 vol., Woodblock
   A vernacular translation of the Doctrine of the Mean (中庸) that provides pronunciations and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text.

E. THE ANALECTS
9. (NLK Catalog #: 10)
   논어집주대전 | Nonŏ chipchu taejŏn | 論語集註大全
   Complete Commentaries on the Analects
   1820, 7 vol., Woodblock
   Part of Complete Collection of the Four Books that complies commentaries from numerous scholars of the Song, Yuan, and Ming dynasties on Collected Commentary on the Analects (論語集註) published by Zhu Xi of Song Dynasty.
10. (NLK Catalog #: 11)
    논어언해 | Nonŏ ŏnhae | 論語諺解
Commentary on the Analects
1820, 4 vols., Woodblock
A vernacular translation of the Analects (論語) that provides pronunciations and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text.

**F. MENCius**

11. (NLK Catalog #: 12)

맹자집주대전 | Maengja chipchu taejŏn 孟子集註大全
Complete Commentaries on the Mencius
1820, 7 vols., Woodblock
Part of Complete Collection of the Four Books that complies commentaries from numerous scholars of the Song, Yuan, and Ming dynasties on Collected Commentary on the Mencius (孟子集註) published by Zhu Xi of Song Dynasty.

12. (NLK Catalog #: 13)

맹자언해 | Maengja ŏnhae | 孟子諺解
Commentary on the Mencius
1820, 7 vols., Woodblock
A vernacular translation of the Mencius (孟子) that provides pronunciations and syntax in Korean throughout the original Chinese text.

**G. THE RITES**

13. (NLK Catalog #: 5)

사례편람 | Sarye p'yŏllam | 四禮便覧
Handbook for Four Rituals
1844, 4 vols., Woodblock
A book dealing with four ceremonies: coming of age, wedding, funeral, and ancestor worship, compiled by the late-Joseon scholar Yi Jae.

**II. HISTORICAL STUDIES**

**A. OFFICIAL HISTORIES**

14. (NLK Catalog #: 21)

삼국사기 | Samguk sagi | 三國史記
The Chrinicles of the Three States
1909, 1 vol., New lead type
Official history of the Three Kingdoms of Korea published by Kin Bu-sik under the King’s order in 1145 (23th year of King Injong’s reign). Describing the politics and societal rise and fall of the states: Silla, Baekje and Goryeo, it consists of 28 chapters of major records, 3 chapters of chronological tables, 9 chapters of treatises, and 10 chapters of biographies. This is known as the oldest extant chronicle of Korean history.

**B. ANNALS**

15. (NLK Catalog #: 22)

동국통감 | Tongguk t'onggam | 東國通鑑
Complete Mirror of the Eastern Kingdom
16th Century, 20 vols., Movable metal type
Chronological history of Korea encompassing the era of Park Hyeokgeose, the founding monarch of Silla, to that of King Gongyang (恭讓王, r. 1389-1392) of Goryeo, which was published by Seo Geo-jeong and others under the King’s order in 1485 (16th year of King Seongjong’s reign).

16. (NLK Catalog #: 23)
국조보감 | Kukcho pogam | 國朝寶鑑
The Chronicles of Joseon Dynasty
1848, 26 vols., Woodblock
A chronological collection of good governance practices among achievements made by king of the Joseon Dynasty.

C. UNOFFICIAL HISTORIES
17. (NLK Catalog #: 24)
사요취선 | Sayo ch‘wisŏn | 史要聚選
Selected History of China
1856, 4 vols., Woodblock
A collection of extracts from major historical works detailing important historical facts spanning the period from the ancient times to the Ming Dynasty of China.

18. (NLK Catalog #: 25)
해동역사 | Haedong yǒksa | 海東繹史
History of Korea
1911, 3 vols., New lead type
A record of Korean history described in chronological order by Han Chi-yun, a Silhak scholar in the late Joseon dynasty.

19. (NLK Catalog #: 26)
해동역사속 | Haedong yǒksasok | 海東繹史續
Sequel to history of Korea
1911, 1 vol., New lead type
A supplement to History of Korea (海東繹史) by Han Jin-seo, a scholar in the late Joseon dynasty, alternatively referred to with the title Geographical Appendix to History of Korea (海東繹史地理考), a significant work on the geography of Korea.

20. (NLK Catalog #: 28)
황극편 | Hwanggökpyŏn | 皇極編
The Chronicles of the Factions
1784, 11 vols., Manuscript
A chronological account of historical events associated with the faction-based political strife during the Joseon Dynasty from the early reign of King Seonjo to 1726 (2nd year of King Yeongjo’s reign.)

D. PRIVATE RECORDS OF EVENTS
21. (NLK Catalog #: 29)
팔곡잡고 | P’algok chapko | 八谷雜稿
Miscellany of Eight Valleys
1763, 1 Vol., Woodblock
Collection of poetry by Gu Sa-maeng, a civil official of the mid-Joseon dynasty.

22. (NLK Catalog #: 29)
장릉지 | Changnŭng chi | 庄陵志
Record of the Life of Danjong
1711, 2 vols., Woodblock
A description of the forced abdication of King Danjong (r. 1452-1455), the sixth King of the Joseon Dynasty.

23. (NLK Catalog #: 30)
한청수필 | Hanch'ŏng sup'il | 汗靑隨筆
Essays on Unofficial History
1636, 6 vols., Manuscript
An unofficial record of important historical facts during the period from the end of Goryeo Dynasty to 1636 (14th year of King Injo’s reign).

E. OFFICIAL RECORDS AND MANUALS

24. (NLK Catalog #: 32)
동국문헌록 | Tongguk munhŏnnok | 東國文獻錄
Celebrities of Korea
King Gojong’s reign (1863-1907), 1 vol., Woodblock
A brief record of significant Korean figures since the Silla dynasty, including their courtesy name, pseudonym, birth date, highest public position held in life, and posthumous epithet.

25. (NLK Catalog #: 39)
진찬의궤 | Chinch'an ūigwe | 進饌儀軌
The Banquet Ceremonial
1829, 4 vols., Movable metal type
A record of royal banquets offered up for King Sunjo from 1828 (28th year of King Sunjo’s reign) to February 1829.

26. NLK call #: 124
청구악장 | Ch'ŏnggu akchang | 靑丘樂章
Songs of Korea
1898, 1 vol., Manuscript
Collection of poetry edited by Park Hyo-Gwan and An Min-yeong in 1876 (13th year of King Gojong’s reign), also known as the Sourcebook of Songs: An Anthology of Sijo Poetry (歌曲源流).

F. BIOGRAPHIES

27. (NLK Catalog #: 31)
기자지 | Kija chi | 箕子志
Stories of Gija
Date unknown., 1 vol., Woodblock
A collection of records about Gija (箕子), a legendary Chinese sage, compiled by Yun Du-su (尹斗壽), an officer in the mid-Joseon dynasty, in 1580 (13th year of King Seonjo’s reign).
28. (NLK Catalog #: 33)
 삼학사전 | Sam haks chŏn | 三學士傳
Biography of the Three Scholars
1671, 1 vol., Woodblock
Biographies of three scholars: Hong Ik-han (洪翼漢, 1586-1637), Yun Jip (尹集, 1606-1637), and Oh Dal-je (吳達濟, 1609-1637), who were killed for insisting on the rejection of negotiation with the Qing during the Manchu War.

29. (NLK Catalog #: 34)
해동명장전 | Haedong myŏngjang chŏn | 海東名將傳
Eminent General of Korea
1816, 3 vols., Movable wooden type
A collection of biographies for eminent Korean generals during the period from the Three Kingdoms period to Kong Injo (仁祖) of the Joseon Dynasty.

30. (NLK Catalog #: 35)
고려명신전 | Koryŏ Myŏnsinchŏn | 高麗名臣傳
Eminent Korean of the Goryeo Dynasty
1822, 6 vols., Movable metal type
Records of 282 eminent Koreans during the Goryeo dynasty including illustrious and loyal subjects, moralists, filial children, virtuous women, and retired virtuous scholars.

31. (NLK Catalog #: 61)
오륜행실도 | Oryun haengsilto | 五倫行實圖
Illustrated Guide to the Five Ethics
1859, 5 vols., Woodblock
An edited version of two compilations: Illustrated Conduct of the Three Bonds (三綱行實圖) by Seol Sun (楔循, ? ~ 1435) during the Joseon Dynasty under the reign of King Sejong and Illustrated Stories Exemplifying the Two Confucian Virtues (二倫行實圖) by Jo Sin (曹伸) under the reign of King Jungjong.

G. GEOGRAPHY

32. (NLK Catalog #: 54)
신증동국여지승람 | Sinjŭng Tongguk yŏji sŭngnam | 新增東國輿地勝覽
Revised and Expanded Edition of Survey of the Geography of Joseon
1611, 21 vols., Woodblock
Revised and expanded edition of Survey of the Geography of Joseon (東國輿地勝覽) published in 1530 (25th year of King Jungjong’s reign), which consists of 55 chapters. The original edition was published in the reign of King Seongjong of the Joseon Dynasty. This is a representative work of official geography that compiles geography books published in the early Joseon Dynasty.

33. (NLK Catalog #: 55)
동경잡기 | Tonggyŏng chapki | 東京雜記
Miscellaneous Records of the Eastern Capital
1845, 3 vols., Woodblock
A chronicle of the Keongju (慶州) region edited and published by Min Ju-myéon in 1669 (10th year of King Hyeonjong’s reign), which was republished in 1711 and 1845.

34. (NLK Catalog #: 56)
택리지 | T’aengni chi | 擇里志
The Classic for Choosing Settlement
Date unknown, 1 vol., Manuscript
A geography of Korea written by Silhak scholar Yi Jung-hwan after surveying the entire country in the late Joseon Dynasty.

35. (NLK Catalog #: 40)
연행일기 | Yŏnhaeng ilgi | 燕行錄
The Travel to Beijing
1769, 1 vol., Manuscript
A record of woman’s travel to Beijing in 1769 (45th year of King Yeongjo’s reign.)

36. (NLK Catalog #: 57)
정리표 | Chŏngnip'yo | 程里表
Survey of the Eight Provinces
Late 18th century, 1 vol., Manuscript
The record of a geological survey between counties, districts, and townships in eight provinces of Korea during the late Joseon dynasty, along with each province’s chronicle.

37. (NLK Catalog #: 58)
금강기 | Kŭmganggi | 金剛記
The travel to Mountain Geumgang
Late 19th century, 1 vol., Manuscript
A record of traveling to Mount Geumgang by Jo Seong-ha, a scholar in the late Joseon Dynasty.

38. (NLK Catalog #: 59)
관북각읍지 | Kwanbuk Kakŭpchi | 関北各邑誌
Gazeteer of Hamgyeong Province
Date unknown, 4 vols., Manuscript
A Chronicle of towns in Hamgyeong Province.

39. (NLK Catalog #: 60)
여재촬요 | Yŏjae ch’waryo | 與載撮要
World Geography Textbook
1895, 1 vol., Woodblock
The first textbook for geography in the enlightenment period which deals with geography of the world as well as Korea.

H. LAW AND GOVERNMENT

40. (NLK Catalog #: 41)
반계수록 | Pan'gye surok | 磬溪隨錄
The Collected Works of Yu Hyeong-Won
1770, 13 vols., Woodblock
A book detailing a plan to reform the structure of national governance in Korea.
41. (NLK Catalog #: 37)
목민심서 | Mongmin simsŏ | 牧民心書
The Public Servant Ethic
1902, 4 vols., New lead type
A book presenting ethical guidelines for public servants and criticizing the abuse of political authority.
42. (NLK Catalog #: 42)
증수무원록 | Chŭngsu muwŏnnok | 增修無冤錄
Revised Coroner's Handbook
1796, 2 vols., Woodblock
A revised and expanded edition of Coroner’s Handbook (新註無冤錄), a book of forensic medicine that was initially published in 1440 (22rd year of King Sejong’s reign).
43. (NLK Catalog #: 43)
동문고략 | Tongmun koryak | 同文考略
Abstract of Dongmun Hwigo
1863, 15 vols., Movable wooden type
An edited version of Collection of Diplomatic Document (同文彙考) published in 1788 (12th year of King Jeongjo’s reign), by extracting and categorizing important records on the topic.
44. (NLK Catalog #: 44)
대전회통 | Taejŏn hoet’ong | 大典會通
Second Revised Edition of the Gyeonguk Daejeon
1865, 5 vols., Woodblock
The last legal code of the Joseon Dynasty that supplements and arranges the establishment of diplomatic ties and diverse ordinances over 80 years since the publication of Comprehensive National Code (大典通編).
45. (NLK Catalog #: 38)
통문관지 | T'ongmun'gwan chi | 通文館志
Records of the Office of Interpreters
1778, 4 vols., New lead type
A record of Joseon’s diplomatic relations with China, Japan and others, along with the chronicle of the Office of Interpreters in the Joseon dynasty.

III. HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

A. CONFUCIAN STUDIES
46. (NLK Catalog #: 14)
숙혜기략 | Sukhye kiryak | 順惠記略
Short Stories of Childhood of Famous Scholars
1895, 1 vol., Movable wooden type
A collection of childhood anecdotes of famous scholars in Korea and China
including Yi I (夙夙, 1536-1584, pseudonym Yulgok,夙夙) and Kim Si-seup (夙夙, 1435-1493, pseudonym Maewoldang,夙夙), which served as a book of morals for children.

47. (NLK Catalog #: 63)
 삼성보전 | Samsŏng pojŏn |夙夙夙夙
Scripture of the Three Saints
1877, 1 vol., Woodblock
A collection of scriptures and articles regarding three Taoist deities: Munchang Jegun (文昌帝君), Gwanseong Jegun (關聖帝君), and Bu-u Jegun (孚佑帝君)

48. (NLK Catalog #: 36)
공부자성적도 | Kongbuja sŏngjŏkto |孔夫子聖積圖
Illustrated Biography of Kongzi
1905, 2 vols., Woodblock
An illustrated book describing the life of Kongzi.

B. MORALITY GUIDES
49. (NLK Catalog #: 64)
증정경신록 | Chŭngjŏng kyŏngsinnok |增訂敬信錄
Revised Collection of Taoist Treatises
1880, 1 vol., Woodblock
A book on Taoist treatises and the concepts of reward and retribution. It covers various aspects of Taoism including the divine revelation of the Great Jade Emperor and three deities, sacred experiences stemming from the belief in the three deities, and Taoist divination.

C. MILITARY ARTS
50. (NLK Catalog #: 27)
동국병감 | Tongguk pyŏnggam |東國兵鑑
War History of Korea
1800, 2 vols., Woodblock
A record of wars and battles that Korea waged against China or northern nomadic tribes, ranging from the Han (漢) Emperor Wu (武帝)’s invasion of Gojoseon and subsequent establishment of the Four Han Chinese Commanderies in Korea to the defeat of the Jurchen at the hands of Yi Seong-Gye (the prospective founder of the Joseon Dynasty) in the last years of the Goryeo Dynasty.

D. MEDICAL TEXTS
51. (NLK Catalog #: 66)
편주의학입문 | P’yŏnju ŭihak immun | 編註醫學入門
Annotated Introduction to Medical Science
1820, 19 vols., Woodblock
An introduction to medical learning, written by Li Ting at the end of the Ming
Dynasty of China.

E. AGRICULTURE

52. (NLK Catalog #: 65)
증보산림경제 | Chʻungbo sallim kyŏngje | 增補山林經濟
Revised Encyclopedia of Agriculture
Date unknown, 7 vols., Manuscript
A revised and expanded edition of Encyclopedia of Agriculture (山林經濟) written by a Silhak scholar in the late Joseon Dynasty, Hong Man-seon.

F. ASTRONOMY AND MATHEMATICS

53. (NLK Catalog #: 67)
신편산학계몽 | Sinp'yŏn Sanhak kyemong | 新編算學啓蒙
Revised text on Mathematics
1660, 1 vol., Woodblock
The edited version of Text on Mathematics (算學啓蒙), written by Zhu Shijie in the Yuan Dynasty of China. The edition was printed in woodblock by Kim Si-jin in 1660 (1st year of King Hyeonjong’s reign), consisting of three chapters bound in one volume.

54. (NLK Catalog #: 69)
증보참찬비전천기대요 | Chʻungbo chʻamch'an pijŏn ch'ŏn'gi taeyo | 增補參贊秘傳天機大要
Revised Art of Placement
1763, 2 vols., Woodblock
A revised edition of Art of Placement (天機大要) that records Taoist occult arts widely performed in the late Joseon dynasty.

55. (NLK Catalog #: 68)
천문학 | Chʻŏnmunhak | 天文學
Astronomy
1908, 1 vol., New lead type
A general astronomy that introduces the knowledge and terms of Western astronomy into the Asian astronomical tradition.

G. EDUCATION

56. (NLK Catalog #: 62)
국민소학독본 | Kŭngmin sohak tokpon | 國民小學讀本
Textbook of Korean Language
1895, 1 vol., Movable wooden type
The first modern textbook of Korean language published by the Korean government in the enlightenment period.

57. (NLK Catalog #: 72)
신찬소박물학 | Sinch'an sopangmulhak | 新撰小博物學
Textbook of Natural History
1907, 1 vol., New lead type
A textbook of natural history in the enlightenment era that covers various fields
including botany, zoology, and mineralogy.

58. (NLK Catalog #: 15)
부유독습 | Puyu toksŭp | 婦幼獨習
Textbook of Chinese Classics for Women and Children
1908, 1 vol., New lead type
A Chinese character textbook for women and children.

59. (NLK Catalog #: 16)
신찬초등소학 | Sinch'an ch'odŭng sohak | 新纂初等小學
Textbook of Korean Language for Elementary School
1909, 6 vols., New lead type
An elementary Korean textbook of the enlightenment period in 1909.

60. (NLK Catalog #: 17)
유몽휘편 | Yumong hwip'yŏn |牖蒙彙編
Textbook of Korean Language for Elementary School
1895, 1 vol., Movable wooden type
An elementary textbook for Korean literacy in the enlightenment period, whose title literally means “a collection of words to enlighten the foolish.”

61. (NLK Catalog #: 123)
초간독 | Ch'o kandok | 草簡牘
Handbook of Letter Formats
1923, 1 vol., Woodblock
A collection of diverse letter templates.

H. TRANSLATION MANUALS

62. (NLK Catalog #: 18)
유합 | Yuhap | 韓語
Text for Chinese Characters
Date unknown, 1 vol., Woodblock
An introduction to Chinese characters that gives transliteration and pronunciation in Korean for categorized types of Chinese characters.

63. (NLK Catalog #: 70)
역어유해 | Yŏgŏ yuhae | 韓語
Classified Dictionary of Chinese Terms and Phrases
1690, 2 vols., Woodblock
A dictionary of Chinese terms and phrases published by the Office of Interpreters (老乞大) in the King Sukjong’s reign.

64. (NLK Catalog #: 71)
중간노결대언해 | Chunggan Nogŏltae onhae | 重刊老乞大詮解
Reissued Commentary on the Textbook on Colloquial Chinese
1795, 2 vols., Woodblock
A vernacular translation of a revised edition of Textbook on Colloquial Chinese (老乞大) for learning the Chinese language.

J. FICTION
65. (NLK Catalog #: 125)
[사씨] 남정기 | [Sassi] namjŏnggi | 謝氏南征記
The Story of Mrs. Sa's Journey to the South
Date unknown, 1 vol., Manuscript
An ancient Korean novel, written in Hangul (Korean alphabet) by Kim Man-Jung, a famous writer in the King Sukjong’s reign (1674–1720).

66. (NLK Catalog #: 126)
전등신화구해 | Chŏndŭng sinhwa kuhae | 剪燈新話句解
Commentary on Cutting Candle Romance
1862-1874, 2 vols., Woodblock
An annotated edition of Cutting Candle Romance (剪燈新話), a short stories collection by Qu You (瞿佑) in the Ming Dynasty of China.

IV. LITERARY ANTHOLOGIES

67. (NLK Catalog #: 74)
계원필경집 | Kyewŏn p’ilgyŏngjip | 桂苑筆耕集
The Collected Works of Choi Chiwon
1834, 4 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of prose by Choi Chi-won, a poet in Silla period, compiled by two scholars in the late Joseon dynasty, Seo Yu-gu (徐有榘, 1764–1845) and Hong Seok-Ju (洪奭周, 1774–1842) in 1834 (34th year of King Sunjo’s reign).

68. (NLK Catalog #: 75)
동국이상국집 | Tongguk Yi sangguk chip | 東國李相國集
The Collected Works of Yi Gyubo
King Yeongjo's reign(1724-1776), 13 vols., Woodblock
Collection of prose by Yi Gyu-bo, a celebrated wordsmith of the Goryeo Dynasty, printed in woodblock for which both the former and latter volumes remain.

69. (NLK Catalog #: 76)
익재난고 | Ikchae nan'go | 益齋亂藁
The Collected Works of Yi Je-Hyeon
1693, 6 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Yi Je-hyeon (pseudonym Ikjae, 益齋), a scholar of the late Goryeo Dynasty. This edition was reprinted in woodblock in 1693 (19th year of King Sukjong’s reign), along with Record of Filial Behavior (孝行録) and Scribblings of Old Man Oak (樑翁稗說).

70. (NLK Catalog #: 77)
가정선생문집 | Kajŏng Sŏnsaeng munjip | 稼亭先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Gajeong
1662, 4 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Yi Gok (pseudonym Gajeong, 稼亭), a scholar of the late Goryeo Dynasty.

71. (NLK Catalog #: 78)
The Collected Works of Master Cheokyakjae
1884, 2 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of poetry by Kim Gu-yong (pseudonym Cheokyakjae, 惕若齋), a civil official of the late Goryeo Dynasty. The book is a reprinted edition by Kim Sang-won (金相元), his 17th descendant.

72. (NLK Catalog #: 79)
The Collected Works of Master Poeun
1769, 3 vols., Woodblock
Collection of prose by Jeong Mong-ju (pseudonym Poeun, 圃隱), a civil official and scholar of the late Goryeo Dynasty. This edition was compiled by his descendant Jeong Chan-hwi (鄭纘輝) in 1719 (45th year of King Sukjong’s reign) and revised in 1769 (45th year of King Yeongjo’s reign).

73. (NLK Catalog #: 80)
The Collected Works of Master Sambong
Date unknown, 8 vols., Manuscript
Collection of literary writing by Jeong Do-jeon, which was published by his greatgrandson Jeong Mun-gyeong (鄭文烱) during his service as the governor of Gyeongsang Province. This is a manuscript produced by an unknown transcriber.

74. (NLK Catalog #: 81)
The Collected Works of Master Yaeun
1615, 1 vol., Woodblock
A posthumous collection of prose by Gil Jae (pseudonym 圻隱, Yaeun), which his descendants, Gil Heung-seon (吉興先) and Gil Jong-seon (吉宗先), edited and published in 1615 (7th year of King Gwanghaegun’s reign). This is an association copy of Kim Sang-mu (金相戊), a descendant of Kim Jang-saeng (金長生, 1548–1631).

75. (NLK Catalog #: 82)
The Collected Works of Jeoheon
1863, 2 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of prose by Yi Seok-hyeong, a scholar in the early Joseon dynasty, first published by the order of King Seongjong after the writer’s death. This is an edition reprinted by Yi Deok-su (李德秀) and others in 1863 (14th year of King Cheoljong’s reign).

76. (NLK Catalog #: 83)
The Collected Works of Jeompilhae
1649, 7 vols., Woodblock
Collection of prose by Kim Jong-jik, a civil official of the early Joseon Dynasty. This edition was an association copy of Yi Yu (李濡, 1645–1721), who was a descendant of Yi Yeo (李璵), Grand Prince Gwangpyeong (廣平大君) and the fifth son of King Sejong.

77. (NLK Catalog #: 84)
정암선생문집 | Chŏngam Sŏnsaeng munjip | 靜庵先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Jeongam
1685, 4 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Jo Gwang-jo, a scholar in King Jungjong’s reign, published by Park Se-chae (朴世采, 1631–1695) and others in 1685 (11th year of King Sukjong’s reign). The preface written by Song Si-yeol was woodblock printed in his personal handwriting.

78. (NLK Catalog #: 85)
동고선생유고 | Tonggo sŏnsaeng yugo | 東皐先生遺稿
The Collected Works of Master Donggo
1913, 7 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Yi Jun-gyeong, reprinted in Yongseongbichon (龍城扉村) in 1913.

79. (NLK Catalog #: 86)
퇴계선생문집 | T'oegey Sŏnsaeng munjip | 退溪先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Toegye
1600, 28 vols., Woodblock
Collection of prose by Yi Hwang, a great Confucian scholar of the mid-Joseon Dynasty. This edition is missing the Attached Volume, Separate Volume, Sequel Volume, and Personal Accounts. It was an association copy of Yi I-myeong (李頤命, 1658–1722), a former third-grade state councilor.

80. (NLK Catalog #: 87)
하서선생전집 | Hasŏ Sŏnsaeng chŏnjip | 河西先生全集
The Collected Works of Master Haseo
1798, 8 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Kim In-hu, a scholar in the mid-Joseon dynasty, reprinted around 1798 (22nd year of King Jeongjo’s reign)

81. (NLK Catalog #: 88)
고청선생유고 | Koch’ŏng Sŏnsaeng yugo | 孤青先生遺稿
The Collected Works of Master Gocheng
1750, 1 vol., Movable metal type
A posthumous collection of poetry by Seo Gi, collected by Hong Gye-hee (洪啓禧, 1703–1771) and printed with a movable metal press called Yulgokjeonseoja (栗谷全書字, also known as Honggyehee-ja, 洪啓禧字).

82. (NLK Catalog #: 89)
우계선생집 | Ugye Sŏngsaeng chip | 牛溪先生集
The Collected Works of Master Ugye
1809, 5 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Seong Hon, a scholar in the mid-Joseon dynasty, reprinted by Seong Geung-Ju (成肯柱) in 1809 (9th year of King Sunjo’s reign) when he was the county governor of Millyang.

83. (NLK Catalog #: 90)
율곡선생문집 | Yulgok Sŏnsaeng munjip | 栗谷先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Yulgok
1675, 19 vols., Woodblock
Collected Works of Yulgok (栗谷集) consists of bound volumes of Yi I’s books of poetry and prose. This book is a collection of prose published in 1675 (1st year of King Sukjong’s reign) with an epilogue written by Park Se-chae (朴世采, 1631–1695).

84. (NLK Catalog #: 91)
간이당문집 | Kanidang munjip | 笈氏先生文集
The Collected Works of Ganidang
1631, 9 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Choi Rip (pseudonym Ganidang, 笈氏), a famous writer in the 16th century.

85. (NLK Catalog #: 92)
중봉선생집 | Chungbong Sŏnsaeng chip | 重峯先生集
The Collected Works of Master Jungbong
Date unknown, 5 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Jo Heon, a scholar during King Seonjo’s reign and a general of the Righteous Armies during the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. This book was republished as 20 chapters bound in 10 volumes in 1748 (24th year of King Yeongjo’s reign). The year of the first publication is unknown.

86. (NLK Catalog #: 93)
이충무공전서 | Yi Ch'ungmu Kong chŏnsŏ | 李忠武公全書
The Complete Works of Yi chungmu
1795, 1 vol., Movable metal type
A posthumous collection of literary writing by Yi Sun-sin, a great commander in the mid-Joseon dynasty, printed by the order of King Jeongjo in 1795 (19th year of King Jeongjo’s reign). This book comprises a number of the missing volumes from the original 15 chapters bound in 8 volumes.

87. (NLK Catalog #: 94)
망우당선생문집 | Mangudang(u’dang) Sŏnsaeng munjip | 忘憂堂先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Mangudang
1771, 4 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Gwak Jae-u (pseudonym Mangudang, 忘憂堂), a general of the Righteous Armies in the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. This includes written recollections and letters to the King, official documents, and personal letters during the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592.

88. (NLK Catalog #: 95)
The Collected Works of Master Baeksa
1726, 15 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Yi Hang-bok (pseudonym Baeksa, 白沙), a Prime Minister under King Seonjo’s reign (1552–1608) in the Joseon dynasty.

The Collected Works of Master Jibong
1633, 8 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Yi Su-gwang (pseudonym Jibong, 芝峯), a scholar in the late Joseon dynasty, published as 34 chapters bound in 11 volumes in 1633 (11th year of King Injo’s reign). This collection is now comprised of 31 chapters with 3 supplement chapters missing.

The Collected Works of Master Ubok
1899, 16 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Jeong Gyeong-se (pseudonym Ubok, 愚伏), a director of the Office of Special Counselors and the Office of Royal Decrees under King Injo’s reign and a disciple of Yu Seong-ryong (柳成龍, 1542–1607), a great scholar in the mid-Joseon dynasty. This book was published by the writer’s descendant Jeong Ha-muk (鄭夏默) in 1899 (36th year of King Gojong’s reign).

The Collected Works of Master Wolsa
1720, 21 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Yi Jeong-gu (pseudonym Wolsa, 月沙), a second-grade state councilor under King Injo’s reign. This book was reprinted by Yi Hee-jo (李喜朝) in 1720 (46th year of King Sukjong’s reign).

The Collected Works of Master Cheongeum
1861, 14 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Kim Sang-heon (pseudonym Cheongeum, 清陰), a Minister of Rites under King Injo’s reign. This is a compilation printed in 1861 (12th year of King Cheoljong’s reign).

A posthumous collection of literary writing by Park Hong-mi (pseudonym...
Gwanpo,灌圃), who was renowned as an outstanding writer along with Yi Sik (李植) and Jeong Hong-myung (鄭弘溟) during King Injo’s reign.

94. (NLK Catalog #: 101)

소암선생집 | Soam Sŏnsaeng chip | 疏菴先生集
The Collected Works of Master Soam
1635, 2 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Im Suk-yeong (pseudonym Soam, 疏菴). The book was originally published as eight chapters bound in three volumes, but only six chapters bound in two volumes remain with its supplement and other parts missing.

95. (NLK Catalog #: 102)

택당선생집 | T'aektang Sŏnsaeng chip | 澤堂先生集
The Collected Works of Master Taekdang
1764, 15 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Yi Sik, a renowned writer in the period under King Injo’s reign, which was reprinted in 1764 (40th year of King Yeongjo’s reign).

96. (NLK Catalog #: 103)

우암선생문집 | Uam Sŏnsaeng munjip | 寓菴先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Uam
1717, 50 vols., Movable metal type
A posthumous collection of literary writing by Song Si-yeol (pseudonym Uam, 尤菴), a scholar in the late-Joseon dynasty, published as a printed book at the Central Printing Office by the order of the King.

97. (NLK Catalog #: 104)

야곡선생집 | Yagok Sŏnsaeng chip | 冶谷先生集
The Collected Works of Master Yagok
1893, 6 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Jo Geuk-seon (pseudonym Yagok, 冶谷), a writer during King Injo’s reign. This book was published by his 8th descendant Jo Jong-ho (趙鍾灝) in 1893 (30th year of King Gojong’s reign).

98. (NLK Catalog #: 105)

노봉선생문집 | Nobong Sŏnsaeng munjip | 老峯先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Nobong
1734, 6 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Min Jeong-jung (pseudonym Nobong, 老峯), a former chief state councilor under King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720).

99. (NLK Catalog #: 106)

명재선생유고 | Myŏngjae Sŏnsaeng yugo | 明齋先生遺稿
The Collected Works of Master Myeongjae
1732, 26 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Yun Jeung (pseudonym Myeongjae, 明齋), a
former second-grade state councilor under King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720).

100. (NLK Catalog #: 107)

명곡집 | Myŏnggok chip | 明谷集
The Collected Works of Myeonggok
1721, 13 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Choi Seok-jeong, a chief state councilor and a disciple of Nam Gu-man (南九萬) and Park Se-chae (朴世采). This book was published by Jo Tae-eok (趙泰億, 1675–1728), the author’s disciple, during his service as the governor of Gyeongsang Province.

101. (NLK Catalog #: 108)

농암집 | Nongam chip | 農巖集
The Collected Works of Nongam
1754, 18 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Kim Chang-hyeop (pseudonym Nongam, 農巖), a Minister of Rites under King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720).

102. (NLK Catalog #: 109)

정재집 | Chŏngjae chip | 定齋集
The Collected Works of Jeaongjae
Date unknown, 7 vols., Woodblock
Collection of literary writing by Park Tae-bo (pseudonym Jeongjae, 定齋), an official of the Board of Personnel during King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720). This is an association book of Jo Hee-su (趙熙首).

103. (NLK Catalog #: 110)

북헌거사집 | Pukhŏn Kŏsajip | 北軒居士集
The Collected Works of Master Bukheon
1760, 7 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Kim Chun-taek (pseudonym Bukheon, 北軒), a thirdgrade deputy commander during King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720).

104. (NLK Catalog #: 111)

도암선생집 | Toam Sŏnsaeng chip | 陶菴先生集
The Collected Works of Master Doam
1858, 25 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Yi Jae (pseudonym Doam, 陶菴), a director of the Office of Special Counselors and the Office of Royal Decrees during King Sukjong’s reign (1661–1720).

105. (NLK Catalog #: 112)

지수재집 | Chisujae chip | ⼭⼭⼭⼭
The Collected Works of Jisujae
1878, 8 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Yu Cheok-gi (pseudonym Jisujae, 知守齋), a senior official during King Yeongjo’s reign (1724–1776). Yu Chi-ik (兪致益), the author’s descendant, published this book in 1878 (15th year of King Gojong’s
reign), when he was a deputy magistrate of Pyeongyang.

106. (NLK Catalog #: 113)
순암선문집 | Sunamjip | 順菴集
The Collected Works of Master Sunam
1900, 15 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by An Jeong-bok (pseudonym Sunam, 順菴), a Fourth Minister-without-portfolio under King Jeongjo’s reign (1776–1800).

107. (NLK Catalog #: 114)
이계집 | Igyejip | 耳溪集
The Collected Works of Igye
1843, 17 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Hong Yang-ho (pseudonym Igye, 耳溪), a director and a Minister of the Board of Personnel under King Jeongjo’s reign (1776–1800).

108. (NLK Catalog #: 115)
화천집 | Hwach’ŏnjip | 華泉集
The Collected Works of Hwacheon
1886, 8 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Yi Chae (pseudonym Hwacheon, 華泉), a grandson of Yi Jae (pseudonym Doam), who served as a Second Minister of Taxation under King Sunjo’s reign. The author’s great-grandson Yi Ho-ik (李鎬翼) published this book in 1886 (15th year of King Gojong’s reign), when he was a county magistrate of Chungju.

109. (NLK Catalog #: 116)
금릉집 | Kŭmnŭngjip | 金陵集
The Collected Works of Geumneung
1815, 12 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Nam Gong-cheol (pseudonym Geumneung, 金陵), a civil official and a renowned writer of the late Joseon Dynasty. This book was printed using a movable wooden press made by the author himself.

110. (NLK Catalog #: 117)
영옹속고 | Yŏonong sokko | 穎翁續藁
The Collected Works of Nam Gong-Cheol
1822, 3 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Nam Gong-cheol, a civil official and a renowned writer of the late Joseon Dynasty.

111. (NLK Catalog #: 118)
풍고집 | P’ŭnggojip | 楓臯集
The Collected Works of Punggo
1854, 8 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Kim Jo-sun (pseudonym Punggo, 楓臯), a civil official of the late Joseon Dynasty. This book features “Debate on the
Appointment of Sons of Concubines to Government Posts (庶孽疏通收議)” and “Paintings, Calligraphic Works and Antiques (書畵古董).”

112. (NLK Catalog #: 119)
해운선생유고 | Haeün Sŏnsaeng yugo | 海隱先生遺稿
The Collected Works of Master Haeeun
1894, 12 vols., Woodblock
A posthumous collection of literary works of Kang Pil-hyo (pseudonym Haeun, 海隱) a disciple of Yun Gwang-so (尹光紹) in the late Joseon Dynasty.

113. (NLK Catalog #: 120)
운곡선생문집 | Ungok Sŏnsaeng munjip | 雲谷先生文集
The Collected Works of Master Ungok
1899, 11 vols., Movable wooden type
Collection of literary writing by Yi Hee-bal (pseudonym Ungok, 雲谷), a civil official and scholar of the late Joseon Dynasty, who served as a Minister of Punishments under King Heonjong’s reign.

114. (NLK Catalog #: 121)
경산집 | Kyŏngsan chip | 經山集
The Collected Works of Gyeongsan
1895, 11 vols., Movable metal type
Collection of literary writing by Jeong Won-yong (pseudonym Gyeongsan, 經山), a civil official and scholar of the late Joseon Dynasty. This book was published by his grandson Jeong Boem-jo (鄭範朝).

115. (NLK Catalog #: 122)
환재선생집 | Hwanjae sŏnsaengjip | 瓛齋先生集
The Collected Works of Master Hwanjae
1911, 5 vols., New lead type
Collection of literary writing by Park Gyu-su (pseudonym Hwanjae, 瓛齋), a civil official, a Silhak (Realist School of Confucianism) scholar and an advocate of the Enlightenment in the late Joseon Dynasty. This book was proofread by his brother Park Seon-su and edited and published by Kim Yun-sik.

CALLIGRAPHY

116(C1). (NLK Catalog #: 45)
대동서법 | Taedong sŏbŏp | □ □ □ □
Calligraphy of Korea
Date unknown, 1 vol., Woodblock
This collection of rubbings of wood-carved calligraphy, produced in the Joseon Dynasty, provides valuable material on the history of calligraphy in Korea and insight into the styles of renowned Korean calligraphers, along with Sin Gong-Je (申公濟)’s Calligraphy of Master Calligraphers of Korea (海東名跡) and Yi U (李俁)’s Rubbing Collection of Gwallanjeong (觀瀾亭帖).

117(C2). (NLK Catalog #: 19)
천자문 | Chŏnjamun | □ □ □
One Thousand Character Classic
1864, 1 vol., Woodblock
A basic study material for learning cursive and seal scripts with the One
Thousand Character Classic, published in Mugyo, Hanseong (Seoul) in 1864 (1st
year of King Gojong’s reign). The body of the book is written in cursive script
(草書) and headnotes in seal script (篆書).

RUBBINGS
119(R1). (NLK Catalog #: 46)
신라고국양조국사시향공대사백월서운지탑비명
| Silla koguk yangjo
| kuska kyo sōng gōng tae sān jī tā pīm yōng | 新羅國故兩朝國師
| 朗空大師白月棲雲之塔碑銘
Rubbing from the Inscription Stone of Taeja Temple
Date unknown, 1 vol., Rubbing
A rubbing from the inscription stone from Taeja Temple (曙光) in Hanam-
myeon, Bonghwa-gun, North Gyeongsang Province. The temple was closed, and
only the body of the inscription stone remains at the Gyeongbok Palace. Seok
Dan-mok (曙光), a disciple of Great Preceptor Nanggong, collected the
calligraphy of Kim Saeng and engraved it on the stone.

120(R2). (NLK Catalog #: 47)
유명조선국오충렬공대양장비명
| Yumyŏng Chosŏn-guk O ch'ungnyŏlgyong
taeyangjang pīmyŏng | 有明朝鮮國吳忠烈公帶囊藏碑銘
Rubbing from the Inscription Stone of Oh Dal-je
1828, 1 vol., Rubbing
A rubbing from the inscription stone of Oh Dal-je (曙光) of the
mid-Joseon Dynasty. This inscription stone was erected in
1828 (28th year of King Sunjo’s reign), with the epitaph by Kim Jo-sun and
calligraphy by Yi Sanghwang.

121(R3). (NLK Catalog #: 48)
청송선생묘갈음기
| ch'ŏngsong sŏnsaeng myogal ŭmbi | 清松先生墓刻銘文
| Rubbing from the Tombstone of Master Cheongsong
1651, 1 vol., Rubbing
A rubbing of the epitaph on the backside of the inscription stone of Seong
Suchim (成守琛, 1493–1564, pseudonym Cheongsong, 听松), a scholar of the
mid-Joseon Dynasty. The inscription stone was erected in 1651 (2nd year of King
A rubbing from the memorial stone of Im Gyeong-eop (夙夙夙夙夙, 1594–1646), a great military commander of the mid-Joseon Dynasty who suppressed Yi Gwal (夙夙)’s Rebellion. This memorial stone was originally erected in 1682 (8th year of King Sukjong’s reign), and Yi Byeong-mo re-engraved the epitaph in seal script in 1791 (15th year of King Jeongjo’s reign).

A rubbing from the inscription stone engraved by Heo Mok when he was the county governor of Samcheok (三陟府使), was erected in Jeongna Island (汀羅島) but later lost. This rubbing is from the inscription stone newly erected in 1709 (35th year of King Sukjong’s reign), which was engraved with the calligraphy preliminarily written in smaller characters.

A rubbing from the inscription stone written by Yi Jip to honor Bo Yi (伯夷) and Shu Qi (叔齊), who were eulogized by Mengzi as “saints with integrity”.

A rubbing from the inscription stone of Yi Se-pil (李世弼, 1642–1718, pseudonym Gwicheon, 龜川), a civil official and a scholar of the late Joseon Dynasty.

A rubbing from the inscription stone of Seosan Daesa (御製西山大師畫像堂銘)
A rubbing from the royal edict praising Great Preceptor Seosan-daesa (夙夙夙夙, 1520–1604) for his great contribution as a general of the Righteous Armies during the Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592.